
 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Organiser: February 2021 

Year 10 

 
“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 

Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 
 

 

 

 
Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 
their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 
Try and make links between the information on it and what 
you already know and do. 
 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 
spellings! 
 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 
a memorable sentence or phrase. 
 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 
create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 
information. 
 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 
 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 
the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 
7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 
 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  
• Answer these without the organiser the next day.  
• Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  
• Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 
 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 
5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 
before you start on the next. 
 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 
you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 
specific teaching group. 
 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 
another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 
it. 

 
12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



1. Poetic Terminology  

Allusion 
An intentional reference to a historical, mythic, or  

literary person, place, event or movement. 

Anaphora 
The repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of  

successive lines. 

Assonance 
The repetition of vowel sounds in words placed close-

ly together. 

Caesura 
A stop or pause in the middle of a line, often marked 

by punctuation. 

Couplet 
A pair of successive rhyming lines, usually of the same 

length. 

Enjambment 
The running-over of a sentence or phrase from one 

poetic line to the next, without punctuation. 

Fricative 
Consonant speech sound that that is made by the  

friction of breath e.g. ‘f’, ‘th’. 

Imagery 
Elements of a poem that invoke any of the five         

senses to create a set of  mental images. 

Mood 
Overall emotional effect of the poem or a significant 

part of it. 

Oxymoron 
A figure of speech that brings together contradictory 

words for effect. 

Plosive 
Consonant speech sound that seems to explode,     

created by sudden release of air e.g. black, piano. 

Refrain A phrase or line repeated at intervals within a poem. 

Semantic 

Field 

Broad grouping of words associated with a particular 

area of life e.g. science, war, rivers. 

Sibilance 
Type of alliteration featuring hissing sounds, e.g. ‘s’, 

‘sh’, ‘z’. 

Speaker 
The narrator/character within the poem who speaks 

to the listener (audience). 

Tone 
How the poet addresses the listener—for example, 

conversational, bitter. 

2. Focus on Conflict 

Catrin The conflict in the poem is focused on the turmoil that begins with parenthood. The 
sense of fury is immediate showing a power struggle of emotions that stem from the 
birth of a child – that demonstrate the mother’s fierce love and protection. 

Cousin Kate The poem deals with the conflict of social expectations of women and their morality 
after a cottage maiden falls in love with a lord. Once the lord has used her – he gets rid 
of her easily suggesting she was nothing more than object to him. 

Extract from 
The Prelude 

The conflict in the poem comes from the poet stealing a boat and being terrified by 
mountains as they intimated him, but the conflict is highlighted by the lasting 
impression they leave on the poet as he returns home ‘grave’ as if he is suddenly aware 
of his own mortality. 

Exposure The poem is dominated by a semantic field of poor weather conditions (‘iced East winds’ 
‘mad gusts’ ‘rains soaks’ ‘clouds sat stormy’) which creates a bitter tone in the poem and 
one of poignant misery. The use of sibilance highlights conflict as it creates a desolate 
atmosphere. 

Poppies Conflict could be seen through the symbolism of the poppy (‘spasms of paper red’) 
which could be describing a soldier being fatally injured in the war. The conflict is seen 
as the end of stanza four where the poet can only ‘hope’ to hear her son’s voice, which 
suggests that she is unable to and he could have died. 
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3. Commenting on Structure 

Catrin Structurally, the poem ends without the conflict being resolved as the child brings up 
the protective feeling of ‘that old rope’ as she asks to ‘skate in the dark for one more 
hour’, suggesting that the poet feels scared for her child’s need for freedom. 

Cousin Kate The speaker remains positive at the end of the poem: all the previous stanzas highlight 
what Kate had that she lacks, whereas in the last stanza, there is a shift as now the 
speaker reveals she has something more precious than dresses, jewels and a title – her 
‘fair-haired son’. 

Extract from 
The Prelude 

The end of this extract of the poem juxtaposes the beautiful, summer evening full of 
hope at the beginning. The lasting impression is that nature is an extremely powerful 
force, which leaves the poet aware of his own vulnerability, which frightens him. 

Exposure The use of repetition ‘but nothing happens’ throughout the poem creates a sense of 
hopelessness and despair, which makes it seem as if the only release from this 
nightmare is death for the soldiers. It seems inevitable. 

Poppies The use of enjambment in the poem shows the mother’s sense of loss, apprehension 
and worry as her son has left for war. The lines flowing into the next creates pathos for 
the reader as the mother remembers the innocence of his childhood before war took 
him from her. 



Year 10 — Component 2 English Language 

1.  Flowers of Rhetoric — Advanced Sentence Structures 

Term Definition and example: 

Anadiplosis 

The repetition of a prominent and usually the last word in one phrase 

or clause at the beginning of the next: 

Example: Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to hate. Hate 
leads to suffering. 

Epistrophe  

The repetition of a word or expression at the end of successive 

phrases, clauses, sentences, or verses especially for rhetorical or 

poetic effect : 

Example: The sycamore by the creek was gone. The willow 
tangle was gone. The enclave of untrodden blue grass was 
gone. 

Polysyndeton  

The repetition of conjunctions in close succession: 

Example: When I was young, I live in a city that was mean and 
hard and ugly. 

Bicolon 

A pair of adjacent lines of poetry in which the second echoes the 

meaning of the first: 

Example: Nothing that’s beautiful hides its face. Nothing 
that’s honest hides its face. 

Anaphora 

The repetition of a sequence of words at the beginnings of 

neighbouring clauses: 

Example:  It rained on his lonely tombstone and it rained on 
the grass on his stomach. It rained all over the place. 

2. Tier 2 Vocabulary  

abhorrent 

(adjective) feeling or 

showing strong 

dislike or hatred . 

impertinent 
(adverb) rude; 

and disrespectful. 

aberration 

(noun)  a deviation 

from what is 

normal, usual, or 

expected, typically 

an unwelcome one.  

inhibit 

(verb)  to get in 

the way of; 

hinder. 

callous 

(adjective)  

emotionally 

hardened; unfeeling. 

intrepid 

(adjective)  

fearless; 

adventurous. 

clandestine 

(adjective)  secret; 

concealed; 

underhanded. 

modicum 

(noun)  a small 

amount., 

especially of 

something 

valuable. 

deferential 

(adjective) respectful 

in a polite, 

submissive way. 

plethora 

(noun)  a great 

number; a large 

amount. 

furtive 

(adjective) done 

slyly, stealthily; in a 

sneaky way. 

truculent 

(adjective)  quick 

to argue or fight; 

aggressively 

defiant. 

5. Discourse Markers  

Without a doubt,…                     

Not only… but….                     

Yes,….; however,…. 

By the same token,… 

Of course,...           

Clearly,…                   

On the contrary,...    

We all know that…            

No one can deny that,… 

Despite,…. 

Yes, ….but…        

In opposition to this,… 

Who or 
what is 
Chris 
Rice? 
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CONNOTES 

HIGHLIGHTS 

REINFORCES 

IMPLIES 

SUGGESTS 

 

REMINDS 

INFERS 

CREATES 

EMPHASISES 

4.  Textual Analysis 

Term Definition and example: 

Purpose Why a text was written e.g. persuade, explain, inform, entertain, argue. 

Audience 
Who is going to read the text e.g. adults, peers, a stranger, head teacher, 

etc. 

Form How is the information presented e.g. letter, speech, review, article, etc. 

3. Analytical Verbs —

alternatives to ‘shows’. 



Half-Term 4  Subject: Maths Y10 Foundation         Sequences and solving  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sequences 

A sequence is a list of numbers in order, calculated by a 
rule or pattern. They can also be represented by 
pictures. 
 
 
 
 

Arithmetic Sequences 
Go up the same amount each time. 
5,    9,    13,    17,     21,   ____, ____, ____. 
 
The common difference is 4. If we had the 4 times table we would 
have 4, 8, 12, 16… Therefore, we need to add 1 each extra each time.  
The nth term would be 4n + 1.   
To find the 100th term substitute n with 100. 

Quadratic Sequences 
In a quadratic sequence difference between the terms changes. 
 
    3,    6,   11,    18,    27, ____,  ____ 
 
 
 
The second difference is constant so we know it is quadratic. The 
coefficient of 𝑛𝑛2 is half of the second difference. So here it is 1. The 
square numbers are 1, 4, 9, 16, 25. So we need to add an extra 2 
each time. The nth term is 𝑛𝑛2 + 2. 

Fibonacci Sequence 
A special type of sequence where the last two terms are added 
together to make the current term. 
1,    1,     2,    3,    5,    8,  ____, ____, ____ 
 
Geometric Sequence 
The first term (a) is multiplied by a constant (r).    
nth term= 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛    
 
Example  1,   2,   4,   8,   16, ____, ____,       nth term = 2𝑛𝑛   

 

 

 

  

 

 

Sequences Technical Vocab 

Common difference The difference between each term of an arithmetic sequence 

Common ratio The multiplier between each term of a geometric sequence (ie 2, 6, 18, the ratio is 3.) 

Arithmetic A sequence where each term increases/decreases by the same amount each time. 

Geometric A sequence where each term is multiplied by the same value to find the next. 

Term A number in a sequence (the fourth term is denoted by n = 4) 

Quadratic A sequence with a square term (ie x2  + 5x + 2)  

nth term A rule for working out any term of a sequence. 
 

4 4 4 4 

3     5        7         9 

2      2       2 

These are Triangular Numbers, can you continue the pattern? 



Half-Term 4  Subject: Maths Y10 Higher         Sequences and solving   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sequences 

A sequence is a list of numbers in order, calculated by a 
rule or pattern. They can also be represented by 
pictures. 
 
 
 
 

Arithmetic Sequences 
Go up the same amount each time. 
5,    9,    13,    17,     21,   ____, ____, ____. 
 
The common difference is 4. If we had the 4 times table 
we would have 4, 8, 12, 16… Therefore, we need to add 1 
each extra each time.  
The nth term would be 4n + 1.   
To find the 100th term substitute n with 100. 

Quadratic Sequences 
In a quadratic sequence difference between the terms 
changes. 
 
    3,    6,   11,    18,    27, ____,  ____ 
 
 
 
The second difference is constant so we know it is 
quadratic. The coefficient of 𝑛𝑛2 is half of the second 
difference. So here it is 1. The square numbers are 1, 4, 
9, 16, 25. So we need to add an extra 2 each time. The 
nth term is 𝑛𝑛2 + 2. 
 
 

Fibonacci Sequence 
A special type of sequence where the last two terms are 
added together to make the current term. 
1,    1,     2,    3,    5,    8,  ____, ____, ____ 
 
Geometric Sequence 
The first term (a) is multiplied by a constant (r).    
nth term= 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛   
 
Example  1,   2,   4,   8,   16, ____, ____,       nth term = 2𝑛𝑛   
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Sequences Technical Vocab 

Common 
difference 

The difference between each term of an arithmetic sequence 
 

Common ratio The multiplier between each term of a geometric sequence  
(ie 2, 6, 18, the ratio is 3.) 

Arithmetic A sequence where each term increases/decreases by the same 
amount each time. 

Geometric A sequence where each term is multiplied by the same value 
to find the next. 

Term A number in a sequence (the fourth term is denoted by n = 4) 

Quadratic A sequence with a square term (ie x2  + 5x + 2)  

nth term A rule for working out any term of a sequence. 
 

4 4 4 4 

3     5        7         9 

2      2       2 



Half-Term __4__________________  Subject _Science___ _____          Threshold Concept Link(s)__ __  
Biology Topic Keywords 

1.  Non-communicable 
disease 

A disease that is not spread by pathogens. For example cancer 

2. Benign tumour A tumour that cannot spread around the body. 

3. Malignant tumour A tumour that can spread around the body (cancer). 

4. Carcinogen A substance that causes cancer. 

5. Homeostasis The maintenance of a constant internal environment 

6. Receptor A cell that detects stimuli 

7. Stimuli A change in the environment    

8. Effector A muscle or gland that causes a response 

9. Central nervous 
system 

The brain and spinal cord 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Scientific Enquiry  Keywords 

28. Independent variable (continuous)  What you change in an investigation. 

29.. Dependent variable What you measure or observe in an investigation. 

30. Accurate A result that is close to the true value. 

31. Uncertainty For a set of repeat measurements, the uncertainty is ± half the range. 

32. Continuous data Has values that can be any number. 

33. Categorical data Variable that has values that are words. 

Math skills in science  
34. How do you calculate a gradient? Change in the y – axis / change in the x – axis 

35. To work out the area of a circle 
 

36. Calculate the mass of a 
substance 

No of moles X Mr 

Chemistry Topic Keywords 
10. Exothermic reaction A reaction that transfers energy to the surroundings. Temperature increases. 

 
11. Endothermic reaction A reaction that takes in energy from the surroundings. Temperature decreases. 

 
12. Activation energy The minimum amount of energy that particles must have before they can react  

 
13. Catalyst A substance used that changes the rate of a reaction, however it is not changed 

chemically itself at the end of the reaction. 
 

How to increase the rate 
of a reaction 

Explanation 

14. Increase the surface 
area 

Using a powder or smaller reactants means they have a larger surface area exposed 
to the other reactants. This means more collisions and a faster reaction. 

15. Increase the 
temperature 

Hotter reactant particles move faster meaning they will collide more. Also they 
have more energy meaning more collisions have the required activation energy. 

16. Increase the 
concentration 

If you add more reactant particles more of them will collide resulting in a faster 
reaction.  

17. Increase the pressure If you reduce the space the particles have to move, they will collide more often 

18. Use a catalyst Catalysts speed up the rate of a reaction by lowering the activation energy needed 
to start a reaction. 

 

Physics Enquiry Keywords 
19. Directly 

proportional 
relationship 

Shown on a graph by a straight line through the origin. 

20.  Current The rate of flow of electrical charge. Measured in amps, A. 
21.  Resistance A measure of how difficult it is for current to flow. 

Resistance = potential difference ÷ current. Measured in ohms, Ω 
22.  Ohmic 

conductor 
An electrical component that follows Ohm’s law (current it 
directly proportional to potential difference) when it is at a 
constant temperature.  

23. Non-ohmic 
conductor 

An electrical component that does not follow Ohm’s law. 

24.  Potential 
difference 

The work done (energy transferred) to a component by each 
coulomb of charge that passes through it. Measured in volts, V. 

25. Component A device in an electric circuit e.g. lamp, resistor, diode, 
thermistor. 

26.  Series circuit A series circuit has only one path/loop/branch for current to flow. 
 

27. Parallel circuit A parallel circuit has branches to provide more than one path/ 
loop for current to flow. 

 



Half-Term 6      HISTORY – America 1840-1895: Expansion and consolidation                              Conflict Across America 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conflict across America: Topic Summary 
The westward spread of the United States resulted in conflicts with the Cheyenne in 1863 and the Sioux 1865 – 68. 
The debate over the spread of slavery, together with the growth of the abolitionist movement, widened the split between the 
Northern and Southern states. 
The debate about slave and free states brought to the forefront of politics the question of the balance of power between federal 
and state government. 
 
 
Why did the Civil War break out in 1861? 

1. Differences between the North and South. 2. Abolitionism.   3. Westward expansion.    4. The spread of Cotton growing.     
5. Publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin.    6. The underground railroad.    7. Transcontinental railroad.    8. Bleeding Kansas      
9. John Brown and the Harpers Ferry Raid.    10. The election of Lincoln as President. 

The American Civil War 1861-65 was a devastating event in American history. Roughly 3 million men fought in the armies and with 
roughly 620,000 deaths it remains the bloodiest conflict in American history. It also led to great destruction across the Southern 
states and changed American society forever. 
The war may have begun as a war over states’ rights but by the end it was a war over slavery. This has led to a disputed history of 
the confederacy which still continues, and which is evident in the debates over the message conveyed by its flag to this very day. 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Fort Laramie 
Treaty 

Between the US government and representatives of the Plains Indian Nations. Plains Indians 
promised not to attack settlers travelling on the Oregon Trial and to allow building of some roads and 
forts in their territory. In return each nation had it agree hunting area and an annual subsidy. 

Negotiators These people wanted a negotiated solution to the Indian problem. They believed that responsibility 
for Indian affairs should be kept within the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

Exterminators 
This group believed that the Indians were savages, and the Indian problem required a military 
solution. Their aim was to use the army to wipe out the Indians – a solution that today we would call 
Genocide. 

Bozeman 
Trial 

Established to link the gold fields in Montana with the Oregan Trail – broke the terms of the Fort 
Laramie Treaty. 

Abolitionism 
 The formal organised opposition to slavery which began as early as 1817 in the USA.  

Policy of 
concentration   The idea of containing native Americans by agreeing which areas they could live and hunt.   

Compromise 
of 1850 

The compromise admitted California to the United States as a “Free” (no slavery) state but allowed 
some newly acquired territories to decide on slavery for themselves. Part of the Compromise 
included the Fugitive Slave Act. 

Fugitive Slave 
Act  

Required all Americans to return runaway slaves to their owner, even if the slaves reached free 
states. This made the institution of slavery very visible to Northerners and anti-slavery feeling grew. 

Plantations  In the early 19th century, the South’s economy was heavily based on cotton exports. Cotton was 
produced cheaply using slave labour on plantations – large slave run farms. 

Kansas-
Nebraska Act 

Created as a compromise – Kansas and Nebraska were given popular sovereignty to decide to 
become slave or free states. 

 

Key People  

John Brown Tried to start a Slave Uprising in 1859.  

Abraham Lincoln In 1860, Republican Abraham Lincoln won the Presidential election. 
Minority president - only got 40% of vote. None in the southern states. 

Jefferson Davis When the seven southern states seceded from the Union to form the 
Confederate States of America. Jefferson Davis became the President of the 
Confederacy. 

Harriet Tubman  She was born a slave, escaped and made many trips back into the South to 
help many others escape too. Was a union spy during the Civil War. 

Harriet Beecher 
Stow  

Published Uncle Tom’s Cabin in 1851. Her portrayal of slavery as an evil 
institution that destroyed family was enormously popular. Northern attitudes 
were never quite the same towards slavery and the south hated her. 

Brigham Young 
Became leader of the Mormons and in 1845 took the decision that the 
Mormons should go west. Supporter of polygamy he had 55 wives. 

Red Cloud 
War leader of the Sioux by the 1860’s. Forced the government to negotiate a 
peace treaty at Fort Laramie in 1868 and give up its forts on the Bozeman Trail. 

Colonel Chivington 
Chivington and 700 soldiers of the Colorado militia attacked the camp. Of the 
approximately 150 Indians who died, most were women, children and the 
elderly.  

Captain William 
Fetterman 

In 1866 led a detachment of 80 men and was lured into a trap by the Sioux. All 
the soldiers were killed and mutilated. 

 

Key Dates 

1850 Compromise of 1850 

1851 Fort Laramie Treaty 

1854 Kansas Nebraska Act 

1860 Lincoln elected President 

1861-1865 American Civil War 

1863 President Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation. 

1863 - 1868 Indian Wars 

1864 Sand Creek Massacre 

1865 Thirteenth Amendment 

1865-1868 Sioux or Red Cloud’s war 

1866 Fetterman Massacre 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

History sentence starters! 
“How convincing is the interpretation about….” 

This question is asking how believable is the content of what the source says. 
You need to support your answer with lots of your own knowledge to either 
prove it correct or disprove it.  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that…  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that because…  

“Describe two ways that…”  

 

One way in which…  

This was because…  

Another way in which…  

This was because…  

 

 

Q2 Why does Interpretation A differ from 
Interpretation B?   

  

With this question you will be given 2 interpretations 
(people‛s opinions) about the same event. You are being 
asked here to explain why the interpretations differ. You 
do this by looking at the provenance and says how the 
(date/location/nationality) of the author might affect 
their opinions.  

  

Interpretation A differs from Interpretation B 
because   

        

       

Q1 How does Interpretation A differ from Interpretation 
B?   

  

With this question you will be given 2 interpretations 
(people‛s opinions) about the same event. You are being asked 
to explain how the opinions of the people are different. Do 
this by only looking at the content of the interpretations.  

  

Interpretation A differs from Interpretation B 
because…  

F  l      

     

      



Half-Term 6                                              Subject Geography                                                         Distinctive Landscapes  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Erosion is the wearing away of and removal of rocks by water, wind and 
ice. 
 Transportation is the way rivers move the eroded material downstream. 
 Deposition is when the sea or a river loses energy, it drops the material 
it has been carrying 
Mass movement refers to the sudden movement of material down a 
slope. 
Landscapes are the visible features that make up the surface of the 
land.  They are created by the interaction of natural and human 
features (built environment) 
 Hard engineering is a form of coastal management strategies which 
involve major construction work, they are often obtrusive 

 Soft engineering is a form of coastal management strategies which 
work with the natural coastal processes 

 Longshore drift is the movement of beach sediment down a coastline in 
a zig-zag motion 

 The fetch is the distance over which the wind blows over open water 

 Destructive waves are infrequently breaking, high waves found on steep 
beaches 

 Constructive waves are frequently breaking, long and low waves found 
on gentle beaches 

  Formation of a stack 
Longshore Drift 

The formation of a Waterfall  

A Waterfall is a steep drop in the 
course of a river.  
The rocks at the top of a waterfall are 
hard and resistant, forming a cap rock.  
The softer rocks below erode more 
quickly, causing an undercutting of the 

   An overhang of hard rock is created.  

The overhang collapses when the 
weight gets too great.  
Over time, the process of undercutting 
and collapse is repeated, causing the 
waterfall to retreat upstream.  

This creates a Gorge.  

Hydraulic Action also causes erosion at 
the bottom of a waterfall. This is called 
a plunge pool.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Distinctive Landscapes Case Studies  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rivers and Coasts – River Thames 

Causes of flooding 
The winter of 2013/14 was the wettest on record 

• 487mm of rain fell between 1st December 2013-19th 
February 2014, twice the expected rainfall due to 
heavy storms from the Atlantic. 

On February 9th, the ground was saturated and water 
levels in the Thames were very high.  
Urbanisation around the river in London has led to 
impermeable concrete surfaces which reduce infiltration. 
Deforestation to build new homes (and other human 
activity) has increased flood risk as it reduces interception. 
Jubilee River: an artificial river channel has been built in 
2001, which was designed to take overflow (extra) water 
from the Thames to reduce flooding at Maidenhead, 
Windsor and Eton.  

• It cost £110million 
• It takes a short route so water reaches the destination 

faster. It brought water more quickly down to 
Wraysbury and Staines, increasing flooding there. 

• There are now plans to build a channel at Teddington, 
costing £500 million 

Management 
The Thames Flood Barrier was build east of London in 
1984 to avoid issues with flooding which happened in 
the past (where heavy rainfall combined with high 
tides from the North Sea overwhelmed London. When 
high tides are forecast, the gates on the barrier are 
raised to prevent tidal water reaching London. During 
2013/14, the barrier was closed more than 50 times. 
In order to solve the housing crisis, new residential 
developments are being developed at Barking 
Riverside to the east of London. This site is 
downstream of the Thames Barrier so will get no flood 
protection. Therefore, they will: be green corridors 
within the development with water as a feature, trees 
and parkland to allow infiltration, residential areas on 
raised land. 

Impacts 
• Transport links into and out of London closed as 

trains flooded. 
• More than 5,000 homes and businesses were 

flooded in Wraysbury and Staines 
• Thousands of people were evacuated and cost 

of clear up was £500million. 
• 14 severe flood alerts were issued along the 

Thames. 



Half-Term 4 Subject Spanish Y10 La fiesta de San Fermín  Threshold Concept Link(s): Giving opinions, describing past events 

¿Qué opinas de la fiesta de San Fermín? Describe una visita a la fiesta. 
Week 1 

Week 2 

Opinions Verb Noun Connective + verb = Adjective 
Me fastidia (n) = I get annoyed ir a = to go to la fiesta de San Fermín = to the San Fermin festival 

a los sanfermines en Pamplona =  to the San Fermin festival 
una verbena = an open air dance 

because it is agradable = pleasant 
desagradable = unpleasant 

Me fascina (n) = It fascinates me visitar = to visit el encierro = the bull run 
la plaza de toros = the bull ring 

porque es guay = cool 
extraño = strange 

Me divierto – I have fun ver = to see los fuegos artificiales = fireworks 
el chupinazo = the start of the festival 
los cabezudos = the carnival figures with large heads 

dado que es estupendo = great 
loco = crazy 
desordenado = messy 

Me decepciona – It disappoints me asistir a = to attend la fiesta = the festival 
la corrida de toros = the bull fight 

ya que es asombroso  = amazing 
extraordinario = extraordinary  

Me da igual – I’m not bothered about sacar fotos de = to take photos of los desfiles = the parades 
las procesiones religiosas = religious processions 

puesto que es divertido = fun 
asqueroso = disgusting 

Me disfruto de = I enjoy participar en = to participate in  
tomar parte en =  to take part in 

la música y el baile = the music and the dancing aunque es =  esplendido  = great 
diferente = different 

Vale la pena – it’s worth while tirar = to throw harina y huevos = flour and eggs although it is interesante = interesting 
Estoy harto de – I’m fed up of comer = to eat  

beber = to drink 
comida típica  =  typical food  
miles de botellas de champán = 1000s of bottles of champagne 

 emocionante = exciting 
sucio = dirty 

Estoy a favor de – I am in favour of celebrar = to celebrate 
cantar y bailar = to sing and dance 

el comienzo de las fiestas = the start of the festival 
jotas = typical San Fermin songs 

 entretenido = entertaining 
aburrido = boring 

Estoy en contra de – I am against vestirse= wear  
correr = to run 

de blanco y rojo =  white and red  
delante de los toros por la calle = in front of the bulls through the 
street 

 peligroso = dangerous 
fatigoso = tiring 

Time expression Verb (IR = to go) Nouns Connective Adjective 
Ayer = Yesterday Fui  = I went a ver La fiesta de San Fermín = to see the San Fermin festival 

a ver la fiesta en Pamplona= to see the festival in Pamplona 
me gustó porque fue  =  
I liked it because it was 

agradable = pleasant 
desagradable = unpleasant 

El año pasado = Last year Fuiste  = You went (s) a ver los fuegos artificiales = to see the fireworks 
a ver el chupinazo = to see the start of the festival 

me encantó porque fue =   
I loved it because it was 

guay = cool 
extraño = strange 

Hace dos años = 2 years ago Fue  = He / she went a ver el encierro = to see the bull run 
a ver los toros = to see the bulls 

me chifló porque fue  =   
I loved it because it was 

estupendo = great 
loco = crazy 

La semana pasada = Last week Fuimos  = We went a ver la corrida de toros = to see the bull fight 
a ver una feria = to see a fair 

me moló porque fue  =  
I loved it because it was 

asombroso  = amazing 
extraordinario = extraordinary  

El fin de semana pasado = 
Last weekend   

Fuisteis  = You went (p) a ver los desfiles = to see the parades 
a ver las procesiones = to see the processions 

 divertido = fun 
asqueroso = disgusting 

El primer día = the first day Fueron = They went a ver la música y el baile = to see the music and dancing  esplendido  = great 
desordenado = messy 

Más tarde = later  a ver la celebración = to see the celebration 
a ver una verbena = to see an open air dance 

 diferente = different 
interesante = interesting 

El último día = the last day  a ver las actuaciones en las calles = to watch some performances in the street no me divertí porque fue =  
I didn’t have fun because it was 

emocionante = exciting 
sucio = dirty 

  a ver los conciertos gratuitos por las noches = to watch free concerts in the 
evenings 

no me gustó porque fue  =  
I didn’t like it because it was 

entretenido = entertaining 
aburrido = boring 

  a ver los gigantes = to see the giants  peligroso = dangerous 
fatigoso = tiring 

 



 Week 3 and 4 

 

 

Time phrase Noun  Activity In my opinion Verb Adjective 
Por la mañana = In the morning (yo) I participé en the bull run = I participated in the bull run 

probé paella = I tried paella 
saqué fotos = I took photos 
llevé un pañuelo rojo   = I wore a red scarf 
vi las actuaciones en las calles = I watched some performances in the street 
celebré con mis amigos = celebrated with my friends 

A mi parecer   agradable = pleasant 
desagradable = unpleasant 
guay = cool 
extraño = strange 
famoso = famous 

Por la tarde  = In the afternoon mi hermano 
mi hermanastra 

participó en los concursos = he/she participated in the competitions 
sacó fotos de los toros = he/she took photos of the bulls 

A mi modo de 
ver 

 estupendo = great 
loco = crazy 

Por la noche = In the evening mi madre 
mi familia 
mi padre 
mi prima  

probó la comida típica = he/she tried typical food 
llevó una boina roja  = he /she wore a red beret 
fue al ayuntamiento = went to the town hall 
corrió delante de los toros en el encierro = he /she ran in front of the bulls in the bull run 
celebró en la fiesta = celebrated at the festival 

Desde mi punto 
de vista 

 asombroso  = amazing 
extraordinario = extraordinary  

Primero = First la gente = the people 
 

brindó  con champán = toasted with champagne 
 

A mi juicio  agresivo = aggressive  

Luego = Next mis padres y yo 
mi madre y yo 

sacamos fotos de las procesiones= we took photos of the processions  
probamos tapas variadas = we tried tapas 

Para mí fue = it was divertido = fun 
asqueroso = disgusting 

Después  = Afterwards mi abuelo y yo 
mi hermano y yo 

participamos  en la fiesta= we participated in the festival 
nos vestimos de blanco y rojo = we wore white and red 
fuimos al ayuntamiento = we went to the town hall 
vimos el chupinazo = we saw the start of the festival 

Por mi parte  esplendido  = great 
desordenado = messy 

Además = furthermore mi padre y yo 
mi bisabuelo y yo 

tiramos harina y huevos = we threw flour and eggs 
llevamos boinas y pañuleos = rojos = we wore red berets and scarves 

Creo que  delicioso = delicious  
sabroso = tasty 

En adición = In addition mis padres 
mis abuelos 
mis hermanos 

sacaron fotos de la fiesta = they took photos of the festival 
participaron en la corrida de toros = they participated in the bull fight 
llevaron un periódico  = they carried a newspaper 

Pienso que  emocionante = exciting 
popular = popular 

Finalmente = Finally mis amigos 
mis tíos  

probaron la paella = they tried paella 
vieron una corrida de toros en la plaza de toros= they saw a bull fight in the bull ring 
celebraron en la verbena = they celebrated in the open air dance 

Me parece que  entretenido = entertaining 
aburrido = boring 

 los chavales = the young people 
miles de jóvenes = thousands of 
young people 
muchas personas = lots of people  
los cabezudos = the carnival 
figures with big heads 

corrieron delante de los toros = ran in front of the bulls 
arriesgaron sus vidas = risked their lives 
 
tiraron harina y huevos = threw flour and eggs 
pegaron a los niños = hit the children 
 

En mi opinión   peligroso = dangerous 
fatigoso = tiring 

          



 Half-Term- 4  Subject- Drama- Year 10 Performing Text   Threshold Concept Links-    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To be able to analyse a play for performance. 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Protagonist The chief character in a literary work. 

Dramatic device Any use of staging that adds to the drama of a performance. 

Motivation The intention behind a character's action/speech. The motivation drives the 
action/speech in a scene and may reveal truth or hidden meaning (subtext). 

Stylised An attempt to enhance a scene using unnatural methods. 
 Fourth Wall An imaginary fourth wall between the audience and the actors to help establish 
the illusion of reality. 

Abstract The opposite of a realistic representation is an abstract representation where a 
character or concept may be symbolised in a poetic rather than literal way. 

Physical Theatre It uses techniques such as movement, mime, gesture and dance and can be used 
to explore complex social and cultural issues. 

In the Round 
staging 

When the audience are placed all around the outside of the performers' playing 
space. The stage area may be circular or square, with entrances and exits 
through the audience. 

Empathy An awareness and understanding of another person's feelings, situation or 
motives. 

Interaction The way different elements work together to create an effect. 

 

Curious Incident of a Dog in The Night-Time Plot 

Pace and dynamics 

To stage a scene successfully you must consider its rhythm and dynamics. Just like a 
piece of music every scene has a journey and character of its own. There are 
moments where tension and atmosphere build, moments of activity, stillness, 
pauses and sections of higher and lower energy. 

Examine your text or the structure of the scene you have created in detail. Break it 
down into its natural segments or ‘units’ of action. Are there changes in pace or 
energy? How might you be able to create these? 

Consider where dialogue speeds up, where it slows down and which character is 
driving the narrative and action at any given moment in the work. Contrast makes 
drama interesting, so if the pace has been picking up and the scene moving towards 
its climax at breakneck speed, a long pause or moment of stillness after the event 
can be very powerful. 



Half-Term 4     Subject  Religious Studies     

 

Non-Religious Attitudes to Marriage 

 

The fact that there are civil marriages (marriages in registry offices, not religious buildings) shows that marriage is 
undertaken by non-religious people. 

 

PURPOSE of a non-religious marriage: 

• For a man and a women to comfort and help each other; 
• Have a happy sex life; 
• Bring up children in a stable family 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Adultery a married person having sex with someone 

other than their marriage partner 

Civil partnership a legal ceremony giving a homosexual couple 
the same legal rights as a husband and wife. 

Cohabitation living together without being married 

Contraception intentionally preventing pregnancy from 
happening. 

Faithfulness staying with your marriage partner and having 
sex only with them. 

Nuclear family mother, father and the children living as a unit 

Re-constituted family where two sets of children become one family 
when their divorced parents marry each other. 

Re-marriage marrying again after being divorced from a 
previous marriage. 

Divorce The legal ending of a marriage 

 

Christians and Divorce 

Some Roman Catholic Christians believe there can be no divorce because Jesus banned divorce.  Also when you 
marry, you make a covenant with God which cannot be broken without God’s consent.  Therefore a couple can 
never be divorced according to God’s law.  Catholics do have Marriage Tribunals which can decide that a marriage 
never existed (annulment), but there can be no divorce and Catholics who have state divorces are not allowed to 
remarry. 

 

Most Protestant Christians believe that if a marriage goes wrong and there is no chance of bringing the couple 
back together, then there can be a divorce.  They believe this because God is always prepared to forgive sins if 
people are determined to live a new life, and in St Matthew’s Gospel Jesus allows divorce for adultery. 

 

Y 10 Marriage and 
Family 

Christians and Family Life 

 

All Christians believe that children should be brought up in a family with a mother and father 
(unless one of them has died).  Christian marriage services refer to founding a family and 
bringing children up in a Christian environment as a major purpose of marriage. 

 

Christians see the family as the basis of society.  Children are a gift from God and parents are 
expected to look after them properly (feeding, clothing, educating, etc) and help them to be 
Christians by having them baptised and taking them to church on Sunday.  Christian children 
are expected to respect their parents (fifth commandment) and care for them when they are 
old. 

 

REASONS for non-religious people to get married: 

• Those who marry restrict sex to each other (so preventing sexually 
transmitted diseases such as AIDS). 

• Children are happiest and have the least suffering when they are brought 
up by two parents in a stable family, which is best achieved by marriage. 

• A stable family requires a legal framework which is given by marriage. 
• When two people are in love, they want to restrict sex to each other and 

they want to have a public witness of their love – this is best done by 
marriage. 

• The fact that marriage is a legal contract means that you cannot just walk 
out if you have a row.  Therefore it is more likely that married people will 
stay together for life than those who just live together. 

 

Muslims and Marriage 

All Muslims are expected to marry because the Prophet Muhammad was married. 

 

Islam allows men to marry up to four wives at a time, but few do this.  In Britain, Muslims are not allowed to marry more than one 
wife because this would be against British law.  Marriages in Islam are a contract rather than an exchange of vows. 

Family life 

Family life is at the centre of Islam.  Children are seen as a gift from God, and parents have a duty to look after them properly.  
Children should be cared for by the mother, and their material needs should be provided by the father. 

It is the duty of the mother to keep a goof Muslim home (ie. One that is halal) and it is the duty of the father to provide the 
material needs.  Both parents have a duty to make sure the children learn all about Islam and become good Muslims. 

Adoption is not allowed in Islam and it is therefore the duty of the family to care for any children who have no parents to look 
after them.  The idea of the extended family is helped by Muslim inheritance laws which keep money in the family and do not 
allow one child to inherit everything. 

 

                          



Half-Term  February – March 2021 Subject Child Play   Threshold Concept Link(s) Play Year 10   
 

Play – different ages and stages 

Do children of different ages play the 
same way? 

No, as children grow and develop their play changes 
often requiring more skill and co-ordination. 

From what age do children want to play 
with others? 

Children want to play with others from 3 years as this is 
when they communicate better. 

Why do adults have to recognise the 
different types/ways to play? 

To ensure that play is challenging enough to make sure 
that development is taking place. 

How do children play from birth up to 2 
years? 

- Reliance on adults 
- Moving and touching 
- Repeating play. 

How do children play from 2 up to 5 
years? 

- Being with other children 
- More complex play 
- Talk during play 
- Adult supervision and support. 

How do children play from 5 up to 8 
years? 

- Becoming more independent 
- Making up rules 
- Increasingly complex play. 

 

Adults will always be needed to help support the play of 
children, but the support will change depending 
on the age/stage of the children. 
  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Mouthing Putting items in the mouth as a way of playing and as a way of exploring 

them. 
Co-operative play Taking part in play with other children. 

Self-conscious Being aware of yourself and of what others might think of you. 

Reliance Needing an adult or older child to do things for you. 

Mobile Being able to move- rolling, crawling, shuffling and walking. 

Repeating Doing the same things over and over again. 

Supervision Watching the children to ensure safety. 

Independence Being able to do things by yourself – this should increase as a child gets 
older. 

Complex Games, activities getting more difficult. Children need to show more 
skills. 

Intervene Stepping in if needed to ensure children are playing well together- this 
can help ensure safety. 

 

Case study 

Adam, Jane and Heidi and Marc are great friends, they are in Year 2.  They love playtime and  
lunchtime, they have favourite games and at the moment their play is influenced by a show  
they watch on television. There are other groups of children that are playing a similar version of the 
same game. Another child Sam asks if he can join in. The children decide that he can and start to 
explain the rules. The game requires children to run with a ball, throw it to a partner and then get 
back to a bench without being caught. 
The game is very exciting and occasionally an adult has to intervene to stop it from becoming unsafe. 

   

Explain why their play is typical of their age. They enjoy making decisions about who can play and 
how and they like making up rules. 

Give two reasons why adults might have to 
intervene in this type of play. 

It can get boisterous, some children might get too 
excited or a little aggressive. 

Identify the links between the children’s social 
development and the way that they play. 

When children can communicate (speak well) they 
play with others better, they can share ideas and 
thoughts. 

 

Just checking – fill in these answers when we have completed the work in lessons. 

Can you think of two ways in which a 
baby might play? 

 
 
 
 
 

Why is it important to recognise the 
play needs of different ages of 
children? 

 

Can you think of two features of 
children’s play at 4 years old? 

 

Can you think of two examples of 
how children aged 5-8 might play? 

 

Why is play good for children’s 
overall development? 

 

 



 

Half-Term: HT3+4   Y10 Mock Exam            Subject: KS4 Art           Threshold Concept Link(s):  Draw from observation and use a range of tone and media 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Assessment Taxonomy 
LIMITED BASIC EMERGING 

COMPETENT 
COMPETENT 

& 
CONSISTENT 

CONFIDENT & 
ASSURED 

EXCEPTIONAL 

Unstructured 
Clumsy 

Disjointed 
Minimal 

Elementary 

Deliberate 
Methodical 
Superficial 
Unrefined 
Simplistic 
Tentative 

Reflective 
Predictable 

Growing 
Control 

Broadening 
Endeavour 

Safe 

Informed 
Purposeful 

Secure 
Engaged 

Skilful 
Thoughtful 
Cohesive 

Advanced 
Convincing 

Comprehensive 
Focused 

Perceptive 
Refined 

Resolved 
Risk-taking 

Accomplished 
Inspired 
Intuitive 
Insightful 
Powerful 

Extraordinary 
Unexpected 
Outstanding 

1-12 marks 16-24 
marks 

28-36 marks 40-48 marks 52-60 marks 64-72 marks 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Response A reaction (to the work of an artist) 
Primary source Observed first hand 
Experiment To test (with different art media) 
Annotate Explanatory notes 
Review Evaluate 
Reflect Reconsider and modify 
Independent On your own 
Formal Elements The Formal Elements are the parts used to 

make a piece of artwork. They should be 
commented on when discussing your own 
work 
 Analyse To examine in detail 

Media Different art equipment like paint 

Research on chosen artist 

Initial research 
Research will cover the 4 different 
themes of; man-made, people, 
environment and natural world. For 
each theme you will produce a 
double page of primary resources 
and research an artist, produce a 
copy of their work and then a 
response to their work. This will 
cover another double page. 

Annotation explains links to artist 
and reflects on use of media 

Copy of 
chosen 
artist. 

Response to 
chosen artist 
using own 
photo to 
draw from. 

 

Observational drawing 
in different media. 

Use your own photos 
not pictures from the 
internet. 



What Definition What Definition 

Turbines and 
generators

Electricity we use mainly involves a rotating turbine which turns a generator. 
1. Fossil fuels are burned to create heat which intern superheats water. 
2. The steam is used to rotate the turbines which are linked to a generator.
3. Provide us with a supply of electricity.

Solar energy

Fossil fuels Most of the heat that we generate electricity in the uk comes from burring fossil 
fuels such as coal, gas and oil. These are FINITE resources as they formed over 
many millions of years and cannot be replaced as they will eventually be run 
out!

Nuclear The process harnesses a nuclear reaction that takes place in a 
vessel. Control rods are moved in or out of the core to regulate the 
power. The reaction generates heat which superheats water and 
then generates power by driving turbines and generators.

Shale Gas Shale gas is a natural gas that is trapped within areas of shale in the earth crust. 
Shale is a sedimentary rock that can be a rich source of petroleum and natural 
gas. Fracking is the  controversial process of extracting this shale gas.

Energy storage There are a number of ways to store mechanical power.
In most mechanical products, it uses tension or compression. 

Renewable 
energy 
sources

This is energy that comes from the planets non-finite resources is considered to 
be renewable. This includes wind, wave and tidal, hydroelectricity, geothermal 
and biomass and Solar energy.

Pneumatics Form of compression is used to store gas or air under pressure –
controlled via valves and pistons.

Wind turbines 1. Produce more power in the winter.
2. Do not produce power when it is not windy.
3. Can harm wildlife especially birds.
4. Some consider it to be an eye sore.
5. Has a term ‘Nimbyism’ – not in my back yard. 

Hydraulics The gas or air in a pneumatic system can be swapped for a liquid, 
the most common is oil.
Used in breaking systems and lifting mechanisms.

Solar energy The solar cell technology captures the sun’s rays and converts them into electric 
energy. The cells only produce energy during the daytime and production is less 
in the winter months owing to the shorter daytime length.

Kinetic energy Kinetic is energy involve in motion. Any object in motion in kinetic 
energy.
Throwing a ball or a person walking in kinetic energy.

Tidal energy Tidal is more reliable than solar and wind and more predictable. The difficulty is 
the environment/ where it can be located. This means distance from land, repair 
work and is it in a conservation area. It is also very expensive to build.

Batteries Electronic power can be stored in batteries. Batteries contain 
electro chemicals that react with each other to produce electricity. 
They come in many different sizes and provide different voltages 
and power levels.
Batteries contain cells. 
Each cell providing 1.5 volts.

Hydro electric 
Power

Hydro electric power (HEP) generation is a very reliable source of renewable 
energy. It has high initial set up due to the machinery and the land needs to be 
flooded to create a reservoir. 

Alkaline cells Alkaline batteries have a higher capacity for their size than 
traditional acid based batteries
Alkaline batteries tend to hold their charge well.

Biofuel Production of Biofuel is becoming a way of producing energy for transporting 
and heating needs. Oil- and starch – producing crops are grown, harvested and 
refined into a number of products. This is biomass energy production.  Biomass 
can also include wood chips and farm waste

Rechargeable batteries These are available in different forms and is used in cordless 
products, phones, power tools portable speakers, laptops and 
tablets.
These can be charged hundreds of times.
These are more expensive than traditional batteries but they can 
be used, 
better on the environment and save you money down the long 
run.

Energy, materials, systems and devices– Knowledge organiser 



What Definition What Definition 
Disposable 
Batteries

These are the acid based and alkaline batteries.
They need to be disposed of properly and not put in normal waste as they can 
poison the ground when berried – the acid will get into the water stream.

Smart materials A smart material is material that can change depending upon the environment its in!
Different situations/ causes

Modern 
Materials

Technology is constantly changing in ideas, size and material as well as 
manufacturing processes.

Thermographic 
pigments

Inks and dies react to heat by changing colour at different temperatures – for example 
a product will turn red when becomes to hot.
These are used in thermometers, spray paints and children's toys.

Corn starch Corn starch is biodegradable whilst the plastic we use aren’t.
The soil can break down the starch polymers and they are non toxic to the 
environment.

Photochromic pigments Inks and dies react to levels of light by changing colour. 
UV light effect the changes in the pigment, the longer its exposed to UV the darker it 
becomes.

Flexible MDF Made from wood pulp fibres – same way as MDF. It has grooves across the 
width of the board leaving 2mm in tact.
This allows the board to flex.
Very popular in architects models and organic/ curved furniture.

Photochromic particles Mainly used in sun glasses.
The particles enable the lens to darken when in sunlight. 
Classes will appear normal when indoors.

Titanium Titanium is a versatile metal and alloyed with other materials to enhance 
properties. 
Pure titanium does not react with the body so it is used extensively for the 
medical industry for artificial joints, implants and surgical tools.
Titanium has a high strength to weight ratio.

Shape memory alloy They can remember their pre-set shape, they can deform and then return back to their 
normal shape. To do this they need heat or electricity.

Fibre optics Allows digital information to travel at high speeds – pulses of light. Much 
more than copper wires.
Inner glass core is slightly thicker than a hair.
Used in telephone, internet and TV signals.

Nitinol Nitinol is an alloy of nickel and titanium.
To programme its shape it has to be heated to 540 degrees then allowed to cool.
When it is heated to 70 degrees it will spring back to its normal shape

Graphene This is a two – dimensional material is the thinnest discovered. A million times 
thinner than a human hair.
It is transparent, flexible and stretchable and very conductive.

Polymorph Polymorph is a non toxic and biodegradable polymer.
Comes in granules.
When heated to above 62 degrees it can be remoulded.
Used for prototyping.

LCD Used in electrical appliances.
Low cost and low powered.
There is monochrome and coloured variety.
Monochrome use a single backlit which is just black.
Coloured LCDs uses a variety of colours and each colour require different 
voltages.

Quantum tunnelling 
Composite

Designed to be a conductor or insulator.
Designed to work when pressure is applied.
The more pressure = less resistance.
Less pressure = more resistance.

Nanomaterials They are between 1 and 100 nanometres but could be up to 1000.
These materials exist on an atomic molecular scale and is great for electronics 
and science.

Piezoelectric material Material that produces an electric voltage when squeezed or put under pressure.
Used in gas lighters.

Metal Foams These are porous metals structure made from aluminium.
Made from 25% mass of their comparative size.
Light weight but still have the same strength properties and can be recycled.
Created by injecting gas into the liquid metal.

Litmus paper Paper that changes colour depending on PH levels.

Energy, materials, systems and devices– Knowledge organiser 



What Definition What Definition 

Carbon Fibre Glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastic are woven together. This is designed 
to make it light and very strong. 

Push pull linkage Maintains the same direction of the input.

Technical 
textiles

This is a textile which has been developed to improve function and aesthetic 
qualities.
Often the way its been manufactured  ie spun or woven can also improve its 
properties.

Bel crank Linkage Changes the direct through 90 degrees

Gortex fabric A membrane is sewn between layers of fabric which creates a waterproof but 
breathable garment.
Used in outdoor clothing.
Stops water coming in but moisture to escape.
Make user feel comfortable.

Crank and slider Changes rotary motion in reciprocating motion.

Kevlar Has high tensile strength and light
Hard wearing and very strong
Fibres known as ARAMIDS used for body armour in hazardous situations

Rotary systems Used to drive machinery.
They are mainly used to transfer one motion to another.

Conductive 
fabrics

Known as e-textiles
Use highly conductive threads that allow electricity through it. LEDs and 
earphones can be used here.

CAMS and followers A cam is a shape attached to a shaft. These can be many different shapes to produce 
different movements.

Fire resistant 
clothing

Called normex.
Designed to with stand high temperatures and set a light to the naked flame.
These can be used with curtains, sofas and T towels. 
When flames are exposed to it, it releases a chemical to slow the process of 
down to prevent it catching fire.

Gear trains A simple gear train consists of a drive cog wheel which turns a driven wheel.
The gears are calculated by how many time the drive gear turns to the driven gear.

Purpose of a 
mechanism

To gain mechanical advantage – To make a job easier. Idler gear Gears to change direction 

Movement Linear – straight line in one direction
Reciprocating – back and forward in a straight line
Rotary – round in one direction
Oscillating – Round in both directions

Pulleys and belts Needs grooves in a rimmed wheel that is used in conjunction with a belt to transmit 
movement. The pulley is attached to an axle and rotates.
The pulleys are mainly used to lift loads.

Lever Rigid beam that rotates across a pivot

1st class lever Effort one end, pivot in the middle and load on the end

2nd class lever Pivot at one end, load in the middle and effort 

3rd class lever Pivot at one end, effort in the middle and load at one end

Reverse Motion 
linkage

Changes one direction of input so the other foes in the opposite direction.

Energy, materials, systems and devices– Knowledge organiser 



Year 10 HT4 (LO2  2.1)        Hospitality and catering            Threshold Concept Link(s)                     Operational Activities in the kitchen (2.1/2.2) 

 
Equipment 

Large 
• Blast Chiller- reduce temp of hot food 

to 5c in 90mins, reduces time in the 
danger zone 

 
• Walk in fridge- holds a lot of stock, can 

see what you have BUT expensive and 
takes up a lot of space 
 

• Free standing mixer (Hobart)- Can 
make large consistent batches BUT 
needs space and training 

 
• Deep fat Fryer – Cook large amounts 

and efficient more consistent product. 
• All large equipment needs servicing 

and training for use 
• Expensive initial outlay 
• The menu needs to benefit. A sandwich 

shop won’t use a deep fat fryer as 
much as a kebab shop 

 
 
 

Small 
Hand blender 
Electric whisk 
Mincer 
Pasta machine 
Advantages 

• Makes tasks more efficient 
• Results are more consistent 
• Equipment is inexpensive 
• No training required 
• No servicing needed 
• Do need to be PAT tested 

Stock Control 2.2 
• Stock controller for each section of the 

business to prevent 
• Over ordering 
• Ensure needs of business are met 

during busy times 
• No stock is unnecessarily purchased 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Kitchen Brigade The people who work in the kitchen, jobs based on hierarchy 

FIFO First in first out, rule of stock control 

Dress code A set of rules outlining the clothing worn by the workforce 

Stock All materials, ingredients and equipment used. Tables, chairs, decorations 

High risk food Foods in which bacteria grow quickly 

Work flow It’s essential for designing a kitchen for efficiency, food safety and health 
and safety 

Stock ledger A detailed list of all stock, usually kept on a computer 

Delivery note A list of quantity and price of goods delivered (A receipt) 

Invoice A bill for goods ordered, often have up to 30days to pay 

Food safety documentation Temperature charts and records of fridge and freezer temperatures, 
checked regularly 

EPOS  Electronic point of sale 

Accident book Record all accidents and how they were resolved and prevented  

 

Chefs clothing / uniform 
Health and Safety/ hygiene/ food safety 

• Long sleeved to protect arms 
• White to show up the dirt 
• Double breasted to protect upper body from spillages, easy to remove 
• Baggy trousers to protect legs and keep cool 
• Safety shoes with steel toe caps to avoid damage when dropping something 
• Non slip shoes to avoid slipping on wet floors 
• Hat to show hierarchy 
• Hair net to prevent physical contamination 
• Clean hands and short clean nails to prevent bacterial contamination 
• Apron protection from spillages, easy to remove quickly 
• Neck tie to absorb sweat 
• Rubber fastenings so they don’t get hot 
• Blue plasters on cuts so they can be seen if they fall off 
• Gloves to be worn if hands have cuts 
• Waiters wear uniform so they can be recognised in a busy restaurant 

 

Work flow (incorporating HACCP) 
 

Receipt of goods 
From a reputable supplier 

Food in date 
Correct order 

 
Check quality and 

quantity 
Packaging is appropriate and 

intact, visual and aroma check 
 

 
Correct storage fridge 

/freezer 
Temp 5c or below fridge 

-18- -20c for frozen 

 
Serving food 

Plates are clean 
Food is at the correct 
temperature out of 
danger zone 5-63c 

 
Cooking in separate 

areas 
Frying/ steaming 
Ensure food is cooked 

thoroughly 75c 
Hot holding 63c 

 
Preparation of foods 

raw, cooked/ 
vegetables/ sauces/ 

desserts 
Keep foods stored correctly 

until required 
Washing up area 

Use hot soapy water and 
rinse to remove chemical 

contaminants 

Benefits of good work flow 
• Good work flow reduces movement and backtracking 
• Effective use of the space 
• Effective use of equipment 
• Reduces accidents 

U1 LO2 – 2.1/2.2 



Half-Term 4   Subject Motor Vehicle     Threshold Concept Link(s)_____________________ 
   

Function of the Engine 
Part Function 

Piston Compresses the AFM. 

Camshaft Rotates and opens the valves. 

Sump Holds all the oil. 

Piston ring Seals the cylinder to create good 
compression. 
 Valves Let AFM in and Exhaust out of the cylinder. 

Cylinder head Created the top of the cylinder and holds 
the valve operating system. 
 
 

Valve spring Closes the valve. 

Rocker cover Seals the top of the engine. 

Connection rod Connects the piston to the crankshaft.  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Combustion Intake 

Compression Exhaust 

Emissions Injection 

Stoichiometric Ratio 

Ignition Oil Galleries 

Water Jackets Viscosity 

Rotational Pressure 

Atmospheric Induction 

Forced induction Reciprocal 

Naturally aspirated Timing 

 

Four Stroke Engine Cycle 
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Half-Term: 4          Subject: BTEC Sport Year 10       Threshold Concept Link(s): A, B, E 
  

  Body system 
Effect/Adaptation Key knowledge 

 
 
Musculoskeletal system Short-term 

• Increased production of synovial fluid 
• Increased joint range of movement 
• Micro tears in muscle fibres 
• New bone formation 
• Increased metabolic activity 

 
 
 
 
Cardiorespiratory system Short-term 

• Increased heart rate (HR) 
• Increased breathing rate (BR) 
• Increased blood flow 
• Sweat production and skin reddening 
• Redistribution of blood flow 
• Increased build-up of lactic acid 
• Increased cardiac output 
• Increased blood pressure 
• Increase in Tidal volume (TV) 

 
 
 
 
Musculoskeletal system Long-term adaptations 

• Hypertrophy 
• Increase in bone density 
• Stronger connective tissues 
• Increased stability of joints 
• Increased thickness of hyaline cartilage 
• Skeletal muscles can work for longer periods  
• Increased number of mitochondria 
• Decreased risk of osteoporosis 
• Improved posture 

 
 
 
 
Cardiorespiratory system Long-term adaptations 

• Decrease in resting heart rate 
• Increase in heart size and strength 
• Increase in stroke volume 
• Decreased risk of hypertension 
• Increased vital capacity (VC) 
• Increased lung efficiency and gaseous exchange 
• Increased maximum oxygen uptake (VO2 max) 
• Increased efficiency to deliver Oxygen and remove waste products 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 
Metabolic activity The energy that is released by the body  

Heart rate How many times the heart beats per minute 

Breathing rate The number of breaths per minute 

Vasodilation  Widening of the blood vessels 

Vasoconstriction  Narrowing of the blood vessels 

Tidal volume 
 
 

The amount of air which moves in or out of the 
lungs with each respiratory cycle 
 Cardiac output The amount of blood pumped per minute 

mitochondria The powerhouses of the cell 

Stroke volume The volume of blood ejected per beat 

Vital capacity The greatest volume of air that can be expelled 
from the lungs after taking the deepest possible 
breath in 

 

Component of fitness Fitness test 

Flexibility Sit and reach test 

Strength Grip dynamometer 

Aerobic endurance Multi-stage fitness test 
Forestry step test 

Speed 35m sprint 

Speed and Agility Illinois agility run test 

Anaerobic power Vertical jump test 

Muscular endurance One-minute press-up 
One-minute sit-up 

Body composition Body mass index 
Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis 
Skinfold testing via the Jackson-Pollock nomogram method for prediction of percent 
body fat 

 

Anaerobic energy 
system – not 
using oxygen: 

• High intensity 
and explosive 

• Short bursts of 
exercise 

• Javelin throw 
• Weightlifting 
• Sprinting 
• High jump 

Glycolysis/lactic acid 
anaerobic system: 
• ATP made from 

glucose stored in the 
liver and muscles 

• Energy supplied by 
ATP, CP and muscle 
glycogen (20-45 
seconds) 

• Energy supplied by 
muscle glycogen (45-
240 seconds) 

• Waste product is 
lactic acid 

• 400m 
• 800m 
• 1500m 
• Longer Tennis rally 
• Gymnastics routine 
 
 

ATP-CP/ alactic acid anaerobic 
system: 

• Energy supplied by 
adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) up to 4 seconds 

• Creatine phosphate (CP) 
helps restore ATP 

• Energy supplied by ATP and 
CP (4 to 20 seconds) 

• Gymnastics tumbles 
• Hockey dribble 
• Tennis rally 

 
Aerobic energy system- using 

oxygen: 
• Longer periods of 

exercise/activity 
• Energy supplied by muscle 

glycogen and fatty acids (240-
600 seconds) 

• Uses oxygen to make energy 
• Low to moderate intensity 

(beyond 90secs) 
• Marathon running 
• Long-distance swimming 
• Long-distance cycling 

Do you know the 
Energy systems? 
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